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OUT OF AFRICA
Earthy yet glamorous, the Sandibe Safari Lodge
co-exists harmoniously with the wild creatures of
Botswana’s spectacular Okavango Delta

+ SPECIAL FOCUS: ISH 2017
‘Water. Energy. Life’ was the theme
of ISH 2017, the world’s leading trade
fair for the bathroom experience,
water and energy
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Interview | Giorgio Busnelli • B&B Italia

The ambitious heir
As one of the world leaders in high-end design furniture, B&B
Italia recently expanded its network into Hong Kong with a
branded store in Wan Chai. Giorgio Busnelli, son of company
founder Piero Ambrogio Busnelli, sat down with Perspective to
talk about the family business and what the future holds
TEXT:
Simon Yuen
PHOTOGRAPHY:
© B&B Italia | www.bebitalia.com

Giorgio Busnelli has been
working with the family
business for more than
40 years, and recently
came to Hong Kong to
celebrate the opening of
B&B Italia’s monobrand
store in Wanchai
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Below
For B&B Italia,
practicality is a top
priority over aesthetic
elements
Facing page
Partnering with famous
designers since its
inception, B&B Italia
unveiled Antonio
Citterio’s Gio series
last year

Born in 1952, Giorgio Busnelli attended Bocconi

Based in Novedrate (Como), north of Milan, the

University in Milan to study accountancy before

firm’s headquarters were in fact designed by

joining the family business, B&B Italia, in 1973. He

Renzo Piano and Richard Rogers in 1972.

started as an assistant to the production manager

It was in 1975 that the Maxalto Collection

in the upholstery department, a core business of

was unveiled, closely related with architects Afra

the company: there was no easy ushering into a

a n d To b i a S c a r p a , w h o d e s i g n e d a l l t h e

senior management role for him.

collections until 1992. Busnelli Jr, with just two

Like his compatriots and in keeping with Italian

years of experience at the time of its launch,

tradition as far as family businesses go, Busnelli

became the sole director of this line, which

did not go out to work for any other firm. “In 1973,

specialises in the production of wooden

my father [Piero Ambrogio Busnelli], who had

furniture with the application of cabinet-making

founded B&B Italia, asked me to help him out, so I

and lute-making methods.

followed his footsteps and began my career there,”
Busnelli recalls.
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B&B Italia has long collaborated with

more than four decades, Busnelli says his life has

acclaimed designers, including Antonio Citterio,

changed in recent years, especially since the birth

Zaha Hadid, Naoto Fukasawa and Jakob Wagner.

of his granddaughter. “I stopped playing golf three

According to Busnelli, while design remains a

years ago,” he says with a laugh. “Now I prefer

critical priority, practicality should always come first

staying in with my family — but that does not mean

for furniture. “Furniture is not like fashion, which we

that I have no ambition for B&B Italia. I still have

can throw away after only a few months,” he muses.

big plans for the company.”

“Practicality is always preferable to aesthetics.

Indeed, the opening of B&B Italia’s branded

Comfort is everything. Our R&D department has

store in Hong Kong is testament to that. Today,

the ability to challenge designers, as every product

B&B Italia has flagship stores in the heart of

has to have certain characteristics and, most

leading global cities from Milan, London, Paris and

importantly, must not be similar to any other

Munich, to two in New York and one in Washington

products available in the market.”

DC — in addition to over 40 single-brand stores

Busnelli regards criticism as a key factor for a

around the world. B&B Italia has also signed

successful company, as it enables designers to

commercial agreements with leading players in 80

identity — and rectify — any problems with a

countries, thus developing a presence in over 800

product. And while form remains secondary to

specialist points of sale.

function, every B&B Italia product is designed to sit

“I hope B&B Italia will be a listed company in the

comfortably alongside each other to create a

future,” Busnelli concludes. “Though it is still just a

harmonious look.

plan at this moment, I am confident that it will be

Having now worked for the family business for

realised, perhaps in three to five years’ time.”

By seeking the highest quality standards in
materials and processing methods, Maxalto aims

The company had actually started life as C&B

at design par excellence — even its name is

Italia in 1966, founded by Busnelli Sr and Cesare

derived from ‘massa alto’, which in the Venetian

Cassina. Seven years later, Busnelli Sr took over the

dialect means ‘the highest’. In 1999, Maxalto

and modified the company’s name to B&B Italia,

became a division of B&B Italia and, four years

offering state-of-the-art furniture to customers

later, Busnelli was promoted to CEO and

around the world. It had in fact distinguished itself

chairman of B&B Italia. With Opera Fund as its

from the start with its innovative industrial

financial and strategic partner, it wasn’t until 2011

approach to manufacturing, in contrast to the small

that the Busnelli family regained full control of

traditional artisan competitors typical of the sector.

their company.
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